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Greenlee upgrades shoes for 555 “triple nickel” electric
benders.
September 3, 2013. Greenlee® / A Textron Company (NYSE: TXT) has redesigned bending
shoes for the 555® “triple nickel” line of electric conduit benders, allowing users to bend 1/2inch to 2-inch of the same conduit type on the same shoe. This reduces changeovers and
allows customers to save time and money on
the jobsite.

With the new shoes, conduit size is now
selected by rotating the shoe – no longer
requiring a changeover for different sizes.
This reduced handling of heavy shoes also
lessens the risk of ergonomic injuries when
swapping shoes on the jobsite.
“We have over ten thousand triple nickel
[555] benders in the field,” said Sumeet
Pujari, Product Manager for Bending and Pulling at Greenlee. “So we wanted to
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make the bending process faster, safer, and easier for these customers. These new shoes save
time, reduce changeovers, and are far easier to use than the outgoing models.”

New shoes are compatible with all current-line 555 benders (555C, 555CX, and 555DX) and are
available for Rigid/IMC, EMT, and PVC-Coated conduit.

For detailed compatibility information, specifications, and more, contact your local Greenlee
representative, visit www.greenlee.com, or call 1-800-436-0786.
Greenlee
Greenlee is known as a global leader in the professional tool category. The Rockford, Illinois-based
company develops high quality innovative products distinguished by customer-driven design and
differentiated by supply chain excellence. Greenlee also leverages its powerful brands such as Greenlee

Communications, Greenlee Utility, Paladin and Klauke in the electrical, construction and maintenance
markets worldwide. More information is available at www.greenlee.com.
Textron
Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense, industrial
and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. Textron is known
around the world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna Aircraft Company, Jacobsen,
Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Greenlee, and Textron Systems.
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